Abstract. In this paper a certain method of the construction of a quasi-conformal extension of the functions defined in the unit disc, on the closed plane C is given. 
Introduction
Let us denote C-a complex plane, D = {z € C : \z\ < 1}-open unit disc, L. V. Ahlfors and G. Weill, [2] , proved that if the holomorphic function / satisfies inequality |S/(*)l<fc(i-l*l 2 r 2 , zed for a certain constant k € (0; 2), then this function has a quasi-conformal extension on the closed plane C = C U {oo}. J. Becker, [3] , proved that if in D the inequality
holds,where h 6< 0; 1), then / has a quasi-conformal extension on C.
In the paper [4] there was proved the following: The assumptions given in the above theorem in view of the univalence of the function / appear to be valid too for the quasi-conformal extension of this function on C.
A certain modification of Theorem 1 allows to obtain the results given in Theorems 2 and 4. This function has the form f/W for kl < 1,
The main result
Proof. The function / is univalent in D because it satisfies a "strengthened" sufficient condition of the univalence (1) from Theorem 1. We may assume, as in Theorem 1, that both functions / and g have a classic normalization in the neighbourhood of the origin, and have the second coefficients equal. Thus 
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where the derivatives are calculated in the point z.
After some transformations using the above formulas we obtain
for \zI > 1.
It is easy to note that on H(z) = f(z) for \z\ = 1. Let
for \z\ > 1.
We will show that the function (4) realize the quasi-conformal mapping of the order C on C. For \z\ > 1 and ζ φ oo, after calculations we obtain where μ ρ (ζ) is a complex dilatation of the function F.
We will show now, that F' z φ 0 for ζ 6 C \ dD. Of course, it holds for ζ e D, because then, F is univalent in D.
For ζ € C \ D we obtain after some calculations
F' =
The numerator of the last expression is different from zero. The denominator would be equal to oo only for ζ = oo. It is impossible since 'f^il '"(01 is bounded in view of the assumed normalization, from which it follows that
First consider such subset C \ D, in which F, F' z , F!_ are finite. Denote for A set: A= {ζ : ζ eC\D and M(z) = 0}, where
Thus, for ζ 6 C \ A the derivative F' z φ 0 and is finite and IM*)I < * < ILet now ζ e A. We assume in this case G(z) --^y. It is easy to note that \μ α (ζ)\ = \μ ρ (ζ) \. We will prove that the derivative G' z = ^ (fJF)) ^ ® and is finite for ζ e A. Similarly we can show, that for ζ E A, GL. is finite too, and in this case we have:
where h, h', g 1 , g", /', /", 5/, Sg are calculated in the point 1/z.
For ζ E A the modulus of the right side of the expression G'_/G'z is equal to the value of the left side of the relation (2), when we replace ζ by 1/z, therefore on the base (2) we have
We will prove now that for each point which is on the unit circle, F is the local homeomorphism (see [5] ), which holds the orientation.
Then, let z0 = e ie E dD, θ <E< 0;2π > also
where ro is chosen in such a manner, that in the neighbourhood Ο(ζο,Γο) we have: 
Hz)
From the assumptions it follows that J(zo) > 0 and Ji(zo) > 0. We may assume (see [6] , p. 380-381) that O(zQ,r0) is a neighbourhood chosen so that in the closure of which the function / is univalent, and H is the homeomorphism which holds the orientation. Since F is the homeomorphism in O(zo,ro)n D° holding the orientation and F = / on O(zo, ro)C\dD, then such small neighbourhood 0(zq, 7-2), < ro can be chosen, that in this neighbourhood F is the single valued mapping.
In the opposite case, a certain point
zo + qeÖ(zo,r 2 )nD 0 , \q\ = r 2 would be mapped by F into the point of the set F(D Π dO(zo,r2)), (where F (A) denotes the image of the set A by the transformation F). The above is impossible because a certain interior point of the set F(0(zq, tq) n£>°)
would belong to the curve F(0(zo,ro) Π 3D). It would be contradictory to homeomorphity of F in O(zo, ro) Π Z)°. It has to be shown that F is the local homeomorphism holding the orientation in a certain neighbourhood of the point ζ = oo.
Let us remind, that from the assumed normalization of the functions / and g it follows, that when «,->0.
From the above and from the form of the function F defined by the formula (3) for \z\ > 1 the dominator of the fraction on the right side of this formula is bounded in a certain neighbourhood of the point ζ = oo. Thus lim F(z) -00.
z->00
Then, let us take 1
F(z) = F( Z y
It is known that = \μ ρ (ζ)\. From the calculations it follows that From the above and from the inequality (2) for ζ -0 we obtain
F-
Because Fl Φ 0 and is finite, then in ζ = oo F is the local homeomor-
phism holding the orientation. From the above considerations it follows that the mapping F is the local homeomorphism on C holding the orientation and such that \μρ{ζ)\ < k < 1 on C. From the definition of F it also follows that the function has the property of the absolute continuity on straight lines, (the property ACL, see [7] ).
So F defines the quasi-conformal extension of the order of the function / on the closed plane C.
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
where
is given by the formula f(z) for \z\ < 1,
For a = 0 and h = 1 inequality (2) has the form: (Becker, [3] ).
F. Bogowski, A. Wesolowski
The function (3) is given by the formula:
We assume that Α = 0 and 1 = c, |c| < k. Then (2) has the form:
and the function (3) is given by the formula: This result was obtained by Wesolowski, [9] . If for a certain function h holomorphic in D and for a certain fixed k G (0; 1) inequalities:
hold, then the function f has the quasiconformai extension of the order on C.
For the clarity of the proof it is comfortably to take h(z) -yr^y and to give Theorem 3 in the equivalent form The assumptions of Theorem 2 for the above functions have the form (we take h(z) = jz^y and we divide the both sides of the inequality (2) by
2 ):
k\l-Cr(z)\
For the function (17), after simple calculations we obtain: zeD.
-(1 -r 2 |z| 2 ) 2 '
The inequalities (18) and (20) Use appropriate functions /, g, c and the parameter a, then the previously known results can be obtained (see [7] ).
